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“If you don’t have anyone that works in your home then how would you know what work 
is all about?” 
Woman, Tamworth, Walk in My Shoes survey

“A career is something you want to do, a job is something you have to do.” 
Woman, Coffs Harbour, Walk in My Shoes survey

“I get so much satisfaction out of being a successful career woman. And I’m a 
role model for my children, for my grandchildren and other family members.”
Woman, Perth, Walk in My Shoes survey

“We are captives of welfare, which means we are wards of the state 
relying on handouts from public servants to get by, and therefore our 
lives are controlled by governments and public servants who can 
do what they want, when they feel like it. And people suffer from 
their neglect - just look at our communities and the lives too 
many of our people are forced to endure.”
Galarrwuy Yunupingu

From Tradition, Truth & Tomorrow, by Galarrwuy Yunupingu. THE MONTHLY 
ESSAYS | DECEMBER 2008 - JANUARY 2009. http://www.themonthly.com.au/
yunupingu?page=2%2C1&destination=

For more information contact:

Kerry Pinkstone 
Director Policy and Research 
GenerationOne

Email: info@GenerationOne.org.au 
Phone: 02 8097 8902 
Web: www.GenerationOne.org.au/training
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Tania Major

Efforts to date to end the disparity between 

Aboriginal employment levels and those of 

other Australians have largely focused on 

the needs and circumstances of Aboriginal 

job seekers and the type of training they may 

require to successfully enter our mainstream 

workforce.  However, more progress is needed 

to identify and meet the needs of those 

employers who seek to be part of the solution 

to the challenge of Aboriginal unemployment. 

This policy paper addresses this situation 

by highlighting the critical role of employers 

in breaking the cycle of disadvantage. 

GenerationOne through widespread 

consultation have brought to the forefront 

their concerns, ideas and recommendations as 

part of the policy development process.

Employer directed training is essential to 

breaking the treadmill of training rarely leading 

to employment which often has contributed 

to further disempowerment of marginalised 

Australians. One employer described the on-

going training process as getting candidates to 

“jump through hoops of hope”..

People looking for work, and who are 

undertaking training, need to have a job in 

mind if their training is to be relevant, and if 

we hope to end the disparity through real and 

sustainable careers. Employment may not 

change everything for Aboriginal people but, 

without it, nothing will change.

GenerationOne’s research and national 

consultations revealed an overwhelming 

belief that, despite good intentions, the 

current employment system is fragmented 

and disjointed. This policy paper provides a 

blueprint for government, business and service 

providers to support Aboriginal job seekers 

to move from unemployment into work. It is a 

comprehensive policy document that has been 

developed in consultation with government, 

business and Aboriginal individuals, and will 

help employers fi ll the 60,000 jobs they 

have committed to under the Australian 

Employment Covenant

Tania Major

GenerationOne Spokesperson
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Executive Summary

Creating sustainable employment for 

Indigenous Australians is the best way to 

end disadvantage and reliance on welfare. 

Employment may not change everything 

but, without meaningful work nothing 

will change. 

GenerationOne’s research and national 

consultations reveal an overwhelming 

belief that, despite good intentions, the 

employment system is fragmented and 

disjointed. Indigenous jobseekers and 

employers are isolated from each other. 

Australian companies want Indigenous 

staff. A critical mass of employers know 

that Indigenous disadvantage can be 

overcome through real job opportunities 

— but employers are frustrated by the 

shortage of work-ready applicants. 

Indigenous jobseekers are also frustrated 

because training does not necessarily 

lead to jobs; many report being ashamed 

and embarrassed by their lack of 

education, literacy and work-readiness. 

Unemployed Indigenous Australians 

need a hand-up into entry-level jobs and 

intense support to stay there and build 

a career. New employees who have never 

worked cannot be expected to understand 

formal and informal workplace rules if 

no-one takes the time to explain. 

THE VTEC POLICY

The Australian Employment Covenant (AEC) 

is driving employer demand by securing 

more than 60,000 job pledges for Indigenous 

Australians from employers in many industries 

around the nation. To meet this demand, 

GenerationOne has developed a Vocational 

Training and Employment Centres (VTEC) 

policy that will help Indigenous Australians 

into jobs and meaningful careers by better 

connecting employers and jobseekers.

The VTEC model does not necessarily require 

more government funding. Many services are 

already available, but can be better aligned. 

VTEC  inverts the current process — rather 

than identifying the person, then the training, 

then hoping there will be a job, VTEC identifi es 

a willing employer with a job, then fi nds an 

Indigenous jobseeker and trains that person 

to meet the needs of the job.  VTEC tackles 

the barriers that prevent Indigenous job 

candidates from fi nding a job and building a 

long-term career.

At the heart of the policy is the need for 

collaboration and long-term partnerships 

between employers and employment and 

training services. If this approach is to work 

for all Indigenous jobseekers, mainstream 

employment and training services must 

play a larger part and Indigenous-specifi c 

resources must fi ll the gaps. The Australian 

Government’s role as a facilitator is crucial — it 

must respond to the ambitions of employers 

and give access to Indigenous and mainstream 

skills and training programs. 
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VTEC will connect existing service providers, 

bringing in new services only to fi ll gaps, so the 

pathway feels seamless to job candidates and 

improves existing service delivery. Mainstream 

and Indigenous funding would be packaged 

by government to include pre-employment 

development, job-specifi c skills and training, 

post-placement support for the employee 

and direct managers, workplace cultural 

competency, and career development.

The VTEC model has three training phases 

which are designed to overcome the recurring 

issues of siloed service provision and training 

for training’s sake:

1. Pre-vocational work-readiness.

VTEC breaks down vocational and non-

vocational barriers and builds a jobseeker’s 

capacity to become a valued employee. 

2. Industry skills, job placement and retention.

The second segment builds industry skills, 

typically when a candidate starts work. The 

emphasis is on retention — ensuring the 

person is skilled enough to do the job and 

the employer is providing a workplace that 

supports Indigenous candidates. 

3. Career development through qualifi cations. 

The fi rst and second segments are integral to 

the third segment, which focuses on 

employees gaining nationally recognised 

qualifi cations that will enhance long-term 

career prospects and help employers meet 

their workforce needs. 

The diagram below maps out the three phases.

The VTEC End-to-End Transition Process
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THE MODEL

The model inverts the present process. Rather than 

identifying the person, then the training, then the 

job, the VTEC process identifi es a job, then a person, 

then the training (see page 20).

The model addresses the obstacles identifi ed in this 

policy paper, being: zero work history, generational 

unemployment, fractured funding sources and 

service provision, service providers operating in 

silos, no end-to-end service, employers who often 

have no experience in Indigenous recruitment and 

retention, poor levels of cultural understanding and 

competency by employers, no traction between 

training and a job, poor access to transport, and a 

complex, regulatory environment.

The VTEC addresses these obstacles in that it is 

a one stop shop, a seamless pragmatic process, 

training for a guaranteed job providing traction 

between training and a job and career pathway, 

it develops lasting, trusting relationships and 

partnerships, provides work experience and an 

employment history, engages with Indigenous 

communities and employers at the front end of the 

process, and is an aspirational environment.  

Each VTEC will be fl exible enough to adapt to the 

local conditions, priorities and employer needs.  

However, the following elements will exist in each 

VTEC: a one stop shop (or networked, end to end 

approach), community engagement, employer 

backing, collaboration, training for a guaranteed job, 

transport support, work-ready health assessments 

and support, tailored personal support and post 

placement support (see page 22).

Each VTEC will be established in an appropriate, 

existing venue.  In the selection of the venue, 

proximity to Indigenous job seekers, transport 

routes, and available training facilities will be 

considered as a priority. The VTEC will be a hub for 

Indigenous job seekers, AEC employers, and 

service providers.

It is proposed that an initial four VTECs be 

established as demonstration sites. Each VTEC 

will initially place a minimum of 150 Indigenous 

jobseekers into work with AEC employers each year.

DELIVERY

It is proposed that the Australian Children’s Trust, 

through the AEC, will: oversee the establishment 

of the four VTEC demonstration sites, engage 

respected service providers to deliver each program 

under a service agreement, use the resources of 

the AEC team to engage the support of Indigenous 

communities for the VTEC, engage AEC employers 

to use the VTEC for their recruitment needs, and 

gather data on VTEC performance and outcomes.  

It is proposed that the Federal Government, through 

DEEWR, will: fund the four VTEC demonstration 

sites, work with the AEC to develop the service 

agreements and funding model, and appoint a Local 

Employment Coordinator to be the responsible link 

between the VTEC and DEEWR.

THE ROLLOUT

The VTEC demonstration sites will be established in 

Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth. These sites 

have been chosen because of the known demand for 

Indigenous staff from AEC employers and a known 

supply of Indigenous job seekers. 

Other VTECs could follow, based on outcomes, 

government support and the demand driven by AEC 

employers in this process.

THE AEC’S PREFERRED VTEC MODEL

The AEC now has more than 320 employers offering over 60,000 Indigenous employment opportunities 
over the next 10 years. The AEC jobs board already has 5,703 jobs forecast to become available over the 
course of 2012 in Brisbane (1386), Melbourne (2258), Perth (1189) and Sydney (870). 

In order to ensure these job opportunities are maximised it is critical that a new training and 
employment service is delivered to ‘train Indigenous jobseekers to employer specifi cations’ as specifi ed 
in the Covenant between the Federal Government and the AEC.
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In 2008, the Council of Australian 

Governments agreed on a new agenda 

to close the gap between Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous Australians. One of the 

government’s targets was to halve the 

employment gap by 2018. 

The policy outlined here is designed to 

accelerate this process by supporting more 

Indigenous Australians into long-term 

sustainable jobs and meaningful careers. 

Employers from around the nation have told 

GenerationOne and the Australian Employment 

Covenant that they want to employ 

Indigenous people but cannot fi nd enough 

suitable job candidates. 

The new Vocational Training and Employment 

Centres (VTEC) policy would bring together 

employers and Indigenous jobseekers and 

improve the way resources are used, working 

in conjunction with Indigenous communities. 

The most important feature of this proposed 

policy is industry and employer leadership. 

This follows the principle that training for 

Indigenous workers must be directed by 

employers — aligned to the genuine, specifi c 

needs of each workplace and occurring in 

conjunction with workforce planning 

and development. 

This is not a one-size-fi ts-all approach.  

Communities are best placed to create their 

own solutions. GenerationOne wants to make 

it as easy as possible to bring together those 

people who can help end Indigenous disparity 

through employment. The solutions must be 

cohesive, transparent and support the rights 

of people to choose the life they want and be 

empowered with life-long skills and learning, 

while keeping culture strong. 

CRITICAL CHALLENGES

GenerationOne recognises the complexity 

of ending Indigenous disparity and the 

many critical challenges for communities 

and governments. This policy focuses on 

moving unemployed people into work and 

improving the chances of long-term workforce 

participation by increasing skills and 

job-readiness.  Ultimately, this will end the 

passivity of welfare and improve 

overall wellbeing. 

The Australian Government has committed 

to creating 100,000 jobs for Indigenous 

Australians by 2018. Yet for many unemployed 

Indigenous people, there is an acute sense of 

having few or no options outside the welfare 

cycle. Participants in GenerationOne’s Walk 

in My Shoes survey told of being trapped in a 

maze of services, unable to move from welfare 

to employment.

After extensive national consultations, this 

proposal refl ects the consensus that:

• Indigenous Australians want 

meaningful employment

• Employers want Indigenous staff

• Governments and service providers 

want successful relationships 

between employers and employees

GenerationOne’s research and national 

consultations reveal an overwhelming belief 

that, despite good intentions, the employment 

system is fragmented and disjointed. Job 

candidates and employers are not connecting 

Introduction
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with each other. Many Indigenous Australians 

need a hand-up into entry level jobs and 

intense support to stay there and build a 

career. New employees who have never worked 

cannot be expected to understand the formal 

and informal rules of a workplace if no-one 

takes the time to explain. 

GenerationOne, together with the Australian 

Employment Covenant and its partner 

employers, has developed with consulting 

support from Social Ventures Australia, a 

VTEC framework. The framework will 

connect employers and Indigenous job 

candidates through collaboration and long-

term partnerships. 

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Government funding is an essential part 

of creating sustainable job outcomes for 

new Indigenous workers. But this proposal 

is not necessarily about overall increases 

in expenditure – VTEC proposes a new way 

of bringing together existing services and 

programs and investing in a more extensive 

jobs pathway that includes Intermediate 

Labour Markets for highly disadvantaged 

jobseekers. 

The Australian Government, through its 

agencies, will be an important partner for 

change. The government’s role as a facilitator 

is crucial — it must respond to the ambitions 

of employers and provide access to Indigenous 

and mainstream skills and training programs. 

The VTEC framework encourages collaboration 

between employers and the services that 

help long-term unemployed people break 

through barriers to employment. Employers 

will work with services that allow them to 

access, prepare and support new Indigenous 

employees. The government’s Indigenous 

Employment Program has been a success with 

employers and  jobseekers. The challenge now 

is to  transfer that success to mainstream 

services such as Job Services Australia (JSA).

INSPIRING STORIES

GenerationOne has worked since its inception 

to highlight the inspirational work being done 

by many people across the nation to end 

Indigenous disparity, particularly Indigenous 

Australians who are creating long-term, 

sustainable jobs. The positive stories in 

these pages demonstrate that Indigenous 

Australians are participating in the real 

economy while maintaining a proud sense of 

identity and culture.

These success stories tackle stereotypes, and 

motivate and inspire others. By highlighting 

Indigenous role models across an array of 

occupations it is hoped that more Indigenous 

career seekers will gain clarity on their 

goals and insight into what is possible when 

equipped with the right skills, employer-

directed training and holistic support. 
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GENERATIONONE

GenerationOne is a national campaign 

movement that has attracted more than 

210,000 supporters since being launched in 

March 2010.  Our supporters are Australians 

who believe we can end the disparity between 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples in one 

generation. GenerationOne believes this can 

be achieved by building sustainable careers 

through education, training and mentoring.

GenerationOne and its sister organisation, 

the Australian Employment Covenant, are 

working together to help increase Indigenous 

employment and end disparity.

As a campaign movement GenerationOne 

advocates for practical solutions, while the 

AEC works with employers to create demand 

for Indigenous employment and generate jobs. 

GenerationOne uses positive stories to break 

down stereotypes, and motivate and inspire 

all Australians to act. Part of that action is 

employing Indigenous Australians through the 

Australian Employment Covenant. 

THE AUSTRALIAN 
EMPLOYMENT COVENANT

The Australian Employment Covenant was 

created in 2008 as an industry led initiative 

which aimed to generate 50,000 sustainable 

job pledges for Indigenous Australians.

The Australian Employment Covenant (AEC) 

formed a partnership with the Australian 

Government.  The AEC’s goal was to create 

demand for 50,000 sustainable jobs for 

Indigenous Australians. The government 

committed to train jobseekers so they were 

ready when jobs became available, agreeing 

to “assist in bridging the job-ready gap for the 

50,000 Indigenous Australians guaranteed 

employment by the AEC” (Ref: Minister for 

Employment Participation, October 28, 2008).

The AEC has surpassed its initial target of 

50,000 pledges. By October 2011, the AEC had 

secured 60,522 job commitments from more 

than 300 employers in 17 major industries. 

For the fi rst time in our nation’s history, the 

collective efforts of employers have seen the 

balance tip in favour of demand rather 

than supply. 

THE PROCESS SO FAR

The development of the VTEC policy and 

framework has been informed by:

• National feedback on the discussion 

paper Indigenous Skills and Training 

for a Career, released in May 2011

• GenerationOne’s national 

consultation GenerationOne’s 

including with employers, Big Yarns 

and Little Yarns

• Case Studies of Success: Case 

Studies of Success in Transitioning 

Long-Term Unemployed Indigenous 

Australians into Sustainable 

Employment

• Interviewing Indigenous participants 

in the Walk in My Shoes survey

Refer to Appendix 2 for an overview of 

consultations.

Background
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“How can you get up and go to work 
when you haven’t had a decent night’s 
sleep, you haven’t had breakfast, you 
don’t have the clothes? How can you 
function and sit at a desk and try to take 
something in without thinking about 
those needs?[Lack of] shelter, clothing 
and food is what [Aboriginal] people out 
here are facing.”  
Mining employer

“For the kids that are coming from 
families that have generational welfare 
recipients, there’s a lot of work to be 
done on changing their psyche, to 
encourage the kid to get out of bed and 
go to work on those days when they 
don’t want to, because it’s all very easy 
to say, ‘Well Mum and Dad don’t have to 
get up and go to work, why should I?’ ” 
Banking employer

The VTEC policy aims to help employers fi nd 

job-ready Indigenous candidates and ensure 

those candidates have a practical pathway into 

employment.

Employment is the vehicle for change. Without 

work, concepts of education and training are 

irrelevant. Research shows that people in 

secure employment are healthier with a better 

standard of living and social outcomes.

Meaningful employment can reinstate dignity 

and a greater sense of self-belief. The Walk In 

My Shoes research showed that Indigenous 

participants value the concept of employment 

but often experience multiple barriers to 

gaining a job, particularly people with little 

work experience or those with complex social 

issues. Indigenous participants viewed work 

positively, being motivated by the desire to be 

a good role model and provide for family.

Higher rates of unemployment among 

Indigenous Australians may be attributed 

to lack of access to a supportive pathway 

that leads to real, sustainable work. As one 

respondent in Port Augusta said: “I want 

to get a job, that’s why I’ve done all those 

certifi cates, I haven’t done them for nothing. I 

want to work.” 

Candidates need to feel confi dent, not limited 

by fear of rejection, being shamed or not being 

supported to do the job.

The dysfunction seen in Aboriginal 

communities is indicative of social breakdown 

and is not unique to those communities. This 

dysfunction is not “Aboriginal culture”, rather 

the culture of disadvantage where the welfare 

cycle is perpetuated and Indigenous people are 

trapped on the welfare treadmill. This policy 

aims to break that cycle by providing real, 

sustainable careers.

CREATING EMPLOYER-DRIVEN 
DEMAND 

“Previously, employers have been 
reluctant to make opportunities available, 
stemming from racism and ignorance to 
an inability to see Aboriginal people as 
potential assets to a workplace.” 
Gary Highland, NSW

“What goes a long way is that our 
chairman [has] made a very big 
commitment to this  program. It is 
engrained in our culture. If it is not 
directed from the top it is very hard to 
make any movement.”
Hospitality employer

The Australian Employment Covenant is 

driving employer demand for Indigenous 

employees by securing more than 60,000 

sustainable job pledges for Indigenous 

Australians. This complements the work 

being done by other organisations that 
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are also creating demand for Indigenous 

employment, such as the industry clusters in 

South Australia or Reconciliation Australia’s 

Reconciliation Action Plan.

There is now a critical mass of employers 

in a variety of industries who believe that 

Indigenous disadvantage can be overcome 

through real job opportunities and who are 

employing Indigenous Australians.

The AEC works with its employer partners 

to develop a Covenant Action Plan which 

identifi es the changes or actions needed 

to support an employer’s recruitment and 

retention program for Indigenous staff and 

helps the employer navigate government 

systems.  The AEC team member also shares 

local knowledge of service providers who may 

be able to support the employer’s objectives, 

especially those who assist the transition from 

long-term unemployment into sustainable 

employment by providing work-readiness 

training and support for jobseekers.

“I get so much satisfaction out of 
being a successful career woman. 
And I’m a role model for my children, 
for my grandchildren and other family 
members.” 
Perth woman, Walk in My Shoes survey

“You’re creating a safe environment 
for your family. You’re teaching [your 
kids] that you as a person has got to do 
something [to get ahead].” 
Adelaide man, Walk in My Shoes survey

“Work gives you that independence, that 
self-worth, it makes me proud to get up 
in the morning and obviously my kids get 
a role model.” 
Tamworth woman, Walk in My Shoes survey

“Every time I have an appointment I get 
a different person every time, and then 

I’ve got to start up and explain myself 
again and that really frustrates me.”  
Unemployed Adelaide woman

GenerationOne consultations revealed a strong 

desire among Indigenous Australians to take 

up employment opportunities. The Walk in 

My Shoes research showed that, regardless 

of their employment status, participants 

recognised the value of work, centred around 

personal fulfi llment which generated self-

worth, pride, respect and confi dence. Material 

benefi ts included providing for family, stability, 

fi nancial independence and security.

Figure 1: Barriers to employment 
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The research supports anecdotal evidence 

presented to GenerationOne that people 

caught in the welfare cycle feel disempowered 

and often lack confi dence, work-readiness 

and training.

The Walk in My Shoes research supports 

quantitative research undertaken by 

GenerationOne in 2011, in which two-thirds 

of Indigenous Australians named inadequate 

training and qualifi cations as a barrier to 

employment and a career, while nearly half 

nominated not having a good understanding of 

the formal and informal rules of the workplace. 

More than half of Indigenous respondents 

believed that lacking basic literacy and 

numeracy skills was a major contributor to 

high unemployment levels.

The research asked Indigenous and non-

Indigenous Australians to identify barriers 

to employment and careers. It showed 

Indigenous Australians are much more likely 

to have experienced barriers to work than the 

general community - 63 per cent of Indigenous 

respondents cited not having training and 

qualifi cations and 47 per cent identifi ed lack of 

understanding workplace rules (Figure 1).

A majority (76 per cent) believed the best 

way to address Indigenous disadvantage was 

to provide education, training, mentoring and 

employment. 

In 2008, 53.8 per cent of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander people of working age 

were employed. While the unemployment rate 

for Indigenous Australians remains at three 

times the rate for non-Indigenous Australians, 

GenerationOne research demonstrates that 

Indigenous people place a high value on work 

and the need for employment.

BUILDING THE SUPPLY TO 
MEET THE DEMAND

“We could have many more Indigenous 
people working for us, so there’s no 
shortage of jobs, if we could sort out this 
front end - the [work-readiness] and the 
JSAs.” 
Mining employer 

“Far too often, we’re seeing [people] 
coming along to an interview situation 
totally unprepared.” 
Banking employer

“[The JSAs] are varied. There are some 
you do programs with and you walk out 
and say ‘that was fantastic’ – you know, 
you’ve got 10 jobs and you walk into 
the room to do the training and there’s 
12-15 people sitting there all keen to 
go. And [others say] ‘yes we’ve got 16 
people’ and you walk into the room 
and there’s three, and that’s one of the 
biggest frustrations.” 
Retail employer

While organisations such as the Australian 

Employment Covenant have worked with 

employers to create the demand for an 

Indigenous workforce, there appears to be a 

lack of suitable candidates. In GenerationOne 

consultations, many employers expressed 

frustration at being unable to fi nd work-ready 

Indigenous candidates. 

There are more than 83,000 Indigenous 

Australians registered with Job Services 

Australia, mostly categorised in streams 3 

and 4, with moderate to severe and multiple 

barriers to employment (ref: DEEWR). 

Employers across Australia have identifi ed the 

lack of work-preparedness and life skills as 

issues that need to be addressed to increase 

supply. This was confi rmed in interviews with 

Indigenous Australians, who also felt the lack 

of work experience was a major barrier to 

employment, despite receiving some training. 
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Case Study: Skill360 Australia 
Recruiting staff

Being able to attract the right participants requires the employer to adopt a proactive approach. 

In addition to their website, Skill360 uses a number of methods to attract Indigenous apprentices:  

“We are using Facebook to get young kids more directly involved rather than relying on career 
counsellors at schools who often don’t consider apprenticeships.”
Peter Langbien, CEO, Skill360 Australia

While Facebook attracts social media savvy participants and allows the candidate to be in control 

of the process, better results come from direct engagement with the community. In the case of 

Skill360, attracting Indigenous apprentices and trainees from Cape York and surrounding areas 

is the responsibility of a Cape Project Leader:   “How you pique the interest of the community/
person is critical to attracting them. You have to be careful not to set them up for failure. You 
have to communicate the opportunity properly, in a way they understand and feel empowered 
to do the job.” 
Petrina Villafl or, Cape Project Leader, Skill360 Australia

Skill360 Australia receives support from 
Australian Government employment 

services, including the Indigenous 
Employment Program.
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TRAINING IS NOT ENOUGH

“[The JSA] started to come up with this 
recruitment strategy and I said, I don’t 
want any of that, everything I am asking 
of candidates we can train - what I’m 
looking for is attitude.” 
Employer Yarn, Brisbane

“The trouble is, people have been 
through those long courses and unless 
there’s a job at the end of it, why would 
you do it?” 
Employer Yarn, Brisbane

“I was doing a course for an Aboriginal 
education assistant and I passed that. 
I’ve got certifi cates. It doesn’t matter 
how many certifi cates you’ve done, 
university and all that, it doesn’t mean 
you’re going to get a job.”  
Unemployed woman, Sydney 

“I’ve done the aged-care certifi cate 
through the Job Network but because 
I’ve got a police record I cannot go into 
aged care, after wasting my time doing 
the certifi cate. Everything seems to fall 
through.”  
Unemployed woman, Adelaide

Indigenous candidates are frustrated by 

the welfare cycle and disempowered by the 

institutions designed to support them. The 

Walk in My Shoes research revealed that 

lack of coordination was seeing job aspirants 

“pushed from pillar to post”, which impacted 

on confi dence and left many people feeling 

neglected and abandoned. Additionally, 

employers did not feel the traditional supply 

channels, such as JSAs, are meeting their 

needs. Employers are equally frustrated by the 

inability to source candidates.

Despite the large amounts of training being 

undertaken, many Indigenous respondents felt 

that training was not leading to employment. 

Most unemployed respondents had little 

confi dence when applying for a job; they  

reported being embarrassed and ashamed 

by their lack of education, literacy and work-

readiness.

The VTEC framework can provide the training 

and support needed to stream work-ready 

candidates into employment, enabling 

employers to meet their pledges to employ 

Indigenous Australians. 
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Case Study: Karen Sheldon
Work-readiness

At fi rst glance, the Karen Sheldon Future Stars program appears to be a hospitality and catering 

course but, in fact, the industry focus serves as a vehicle to deliver a range of transferable skills:   

“We teach front and back of house skills but really it’s all about building confi dence and self-esteem. 

We will give them little nuggets like why we get them to hold the knife a certain way and they love it - 

they feel empowered and they’ll go home and share it. They cook their lunch and they’re learning about 

nutrition and see that they can cook healthy, every-day food.”  Stevie Wie, Training Manager

The course is highly practical and applied to the work environment. Participants gain work 

experience through catering events hosted by the Karen Sheldon Catering Company. This is an 

opportunity to practise technical skills, teamwork, etc. and also to gain a sense of achievement:   

“They can’t believe they’ve done it. It’s great to have as an example of them achieving something they 

thought they couldn’t - being pushed and getting through it.”  Stevie Wie, Training Manager

Role plays are used to build confi dence in scenarios which participants may face in the workplace 

and in work-related activities (e.g. visits to buy uniforms). In addition, role plays serve as a way to 

physically equip participants for work and an opportunity to look at customer service and dissect 

attitudes and assumptions around how they are treated in a retail environment:  “We want them to 

be equipped for success - to know what it looks like and what they need to do. If they’ve seen things 

before, they have more confi dence.”  Stevie Wie, Training Manager

The Future Stars program is available to all Indigenous people seeking to gain skills for 

employment. As it doesn’t have entry requirements around literacy, numeracy, etc., it 

is accessible to those who have substantial barriers to employment and are very 

distant from the workforce. The team are very honest with participants about 

challenges they will face, even down to discussing why some perceive 

them as ‘dole-bludgers’. The approach is highly personal and can be 

confronting and is only possible due to the high levels of trust 

and honesty underpinning the trainer-trainee relationship, 

which is described as being “almost a family”.  John 

Leeder, Trainer

Karen Sheldon Training receives support 
from Australian Government 

employment services, including 
the Indigenous Employment 

Program.
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THE POLICY

“I’d like to see a mix of doing the 
certifi cate and on-the-job training. 
Because employers keep saying they 
want experience, I fi nd I learn better 
when I’m on the job. I’m very hands on. 
When it comes to the book work it takes 
a bit longer.” 
Unemployed woman, Adelaide

“I also have a responsibility to my 
business owner and the rest of my staff 
not to be in a situation where, as a small 
organisation, we’re spending so much 
money to support an individual or set of 
individuals to the detriment of others.” 
Employer Yarn, Brisbane

GenerationOne is advocating for services and 

programs to be brought together, and for the 

jobs pathway to be extended. The Vocational 

Training and Employment Centres (VTEC) 

policy inverts the traditional process for 

jobseekers. Rather than identifying the person, 

then the training, then hoping there will be 

a suitable job, the VTEC process identifi es a 

willing employer with a job, then identifi es 

the person and the training needed.  VTEC 

emphasises employer-directed training 

and engagement.

VTEC aligns holistic personal support and 

employer-directed training, through a 

convenor, who is an agent for the employer 

and collaborates with the community, service 

providers, government and its agencies. 

Training is tailored to match the needs of each 

workplace. The policy empowers employees, 

their families and communities by building 

partnerships that prioritise work-readiness, 

skills, capacity and economic freedom. 

Once in a job, post-placement support 

improves retention and maximises each new 

employee’s long-term attachment to the 

workforce. Employees receive high-quality 

individual support from mentors and case 

managers in an environment built on mutual 

respect, trust and understanding.

The VTEC model has three training phases 

which are designed to overcome the recurring 

issues of fractured funding sources and siloed 

service provision and give job candidates a 

fl oodlit employment pathway: 

1. Pre-vocational work-readiness.

VTEC breaks down vocational and non-

vocational barriers and builds a jobseeker’s 

capacity to become a valued employee. Each 

person’s starting point will be different. For 

people who are highly marginalised, have been 

unemployed for a long time or who have never 

worked, an Intermediate Labour Market (see 

Defi nitions) may help by using a real workplace 

as a catalyst for personal development.

2. Industry skills, job placement and retention.

The second segment continues to build 

industry skills, typically when a candidate 

starts work. The emphasis is on retention - 

ensuring the person is skilled enough to do the 

job and the employer is providing a workplace 

that supports Indigenous candidates. 

3. Career development through qualifi cations. 

The fi rst and second segments are integral to 

the third segment, which focuses on employees 

gaining nationally recognised qualifi cations 

that will enhance long-term career prospects 

and help employers meet their workforce 

needs. 

Jobseekers will take their own route along the 

employment pathway. The phases may not 

occur in sequence and some candidates may 

not need all three phases. The diagram on the 

following page maps out the phases.  
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Clearly, a range of organisations is already 

being funded to deliver parts of the 

employment pathway. For example, Job 

Services Australia organisations assist 

jobseekers with their search, allied health 

providers deliver specialist services, 

Indigenous Employment Panel members help 

employers prepare for Indigenous workers 

and help job candidates become work-ready, 

and registered training organisations provide 

nationally recognised training.  

These organisations would continue to provide 

services. However, the convenor would work 

with them to ensure better alignment and 

encourage skilled, committed people from 

each partner to maximise their organisation’s 

contribution and relationships with the other 

partners.

Indigenous champions from the community are 

vital to the success of the system. Key people 

from within the local Indigenous community, 

The VTEC End-to-End Transition Process
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who champion the cause of increased 

Indigenous economic participation, should be 

engaged early in program development and 

consulted regularly to refi ne the program and 

keep the community informed. 

Using a local training covenant or 

memorandum of understanding, organisations 

can make an agreement that outlines 

roles and responsibilities. For example, 

an employer works with an Industry Skills 

Council to stipulate minimum training and 

skill requirements, the training organisation 

identifi es the packages that will meet the 

employer’s needs, JSAs and contracted IEP 

panel members support candidates, and 

other organisations provide services such as 

housing, health and transport.

VTEC can be adapted to suit the size, location, 

industry and community and takes into 

account the fact that almost 36 per cent of 

Australian Employment Covenant partners are 

small to medium enterprises with fewer than 11 

employees.

The policy covers three employment scenarios:

1. Single employer: one employer provides 

guaranteed jobs.

2. Industry clusters: a group of employers 

from one industry, or who are looking for 

similar skill sets, would work together. For 

example: aged care.

3. Geographic clusters: local employers 

identify their employment needs and 

collaborate to fi ll them.  

For industry or skill set clusters, or geographic 

place-based clusters, an industry body, local 

NGO or Indigenous organisation would be 

appointed to act for employers. Industry Skills 

Councils identify industry and employer needs, 

and broker projects and funding through the 

new National Workforce Development Fund.

The clusters recognise that small to medium 

employers do not necessarily have the 

resources to help candidates with severe and 

multiple barriers make the transition into 

employment.

The VTEC policy objectives are:

1. To ensure skills and training provisions 

are better aligned with demand for 

Indigenous employment.

2. To bring together good training 

practice under a framework which will 

help employers, including Australian 

Employment Covenant members, fi nd and 

develop a supply of candidates to meet 

the demands of business.  

3. To simplify current training and work 

preparation provisions for Indigenous 

Australians and ensure the provisions are 

accountable, measurable and effective.

4. To assist Indigenous people to become 

a permanent part of the labour force, 

allowing people to choose work over 

welfare.

5. To support local solutions that match the 

needs of communities and employers.

6. To build an evidence base and encourage 

a systematic approach to Indigenous 

training innovation for entry-level 

training and participation.
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1Health services are facilitated by VTEC and referred to providers.

The Essential Elements of the VTEC Model
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THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Mainstream employment and training services 

must play a larger part if this approach 

is to work for all Indigenous jobseekers, 

with Indigenous resources used to fi ll gaps 

and provide extra support. For example, 

Australian Government Skills Connect links 

businesses and industry organisations with 

funding from six training and workforce 

development programs, including access to 

Local Employment Coordinators and Regional 

Education, Skills and Jobs Coordinators. A 

similar hybrid service could link employment 

services and support to address work 

readiness and non-vocational barriers. 

Where there are jobs and Indigenous 

jobseekers, government should provide a 

place-based brokerage service to ensure that 

employers’ needs are met and that resources 

are used effectively.

Funding would be bundled by government in 

conjunction with the employer’s convener, 

based on the employer’s needs. This support, 

including funding, should remain fl exible and 

negotiable based on the needs of each site: 

• Funding should be accessible for 

every new cohort of long term 

unemployed candidates

• Dedicated caseworkers should 

support employers as their programs 

develop and evolve to support each 

group of candidates

• Service providers would continue 

their government contracts,  

however, providers working within 

the VTEC framework would be 

encouraged and supported to use 

their resources more fl exibly

DEMONSTRATING THE 
APPROACH

The VTEC framework brings together business, 

government and the community in a three-

way partnership. GenerationOne and AEC 

networks could be used to establish up to 

four demonstration sites, either within major 

industries or with large or small employers, to 

enable best practice to be refi ned. 

Local organisations would assess the 

services that could support the employer and 

employees. 

GenerationOne and the Australian Employment 

Covenant would inform other organisations 

about the VTEC framework, and help others 

to navigate the system. This would include 

sharing detailed information about best 

practice in Indigenous employment and the 

way organisations are implementing program 

elements such as mentoring, using the 

experiences of employers. Experiences will 

be shared across industries with employers 

who have made substantial Indigenous 

jobs pledges and who are struggling with 

workforce shortages — for example, in mining, 

construction, health and community services, 

retail, hospitality and banking.

The experiences and lessons gained at 

demonstration sites should be shared and 

promoted.  Due to this focus and the public-

private, multi-jurisdictional breadth of the 

role, it may be necessary to partner with 

an Indigenous employment practitioner or 

provider to maintain the framework’s integrity 

and avoid unnecessary or rigid bureaucracy. 
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ALIGNING SUPPORT TO JOBS

Forecasted jobs are now available through 

the Australian Employment Covenant. These 

vacancies are an opportunity for candidates 

who require a greater lead-time into entry-

level roles. Employment service providers 

can access vacancies, where the employer 

has stipulated the minimum training and skill 

requirements. This provides a greater ability 

for the convenor to respond with innovative 

solutions such as Intermediate Labour 

Markets, which take a longer view of the 

pathway than at present. 

The AEC’s jobs board is unique because it 

provides information about positions that 

AEC employers have forecast for the next 

12 months.  The jobs board is available to all 

employment service providers. Accessing 

this information helps jobseekers prepare 

for work and ensures a supply of job-ready 

Indigenous applicants. The AEC will promote 

the jobs board because it benefi ts candidates, 

employers and service providers.

DEVELOPING PERSONNEL 
NETWORKS

VTEC relies on competent, passionate people 

to implement the framework. As outlined in 

the case study series, program team members 

demonstrate “intense commitment, resilience, 

high levels of emotional intelligence and are 

creative problem solvers. They have a can-do 

perspective that is infectious.” 

GenerationOne is advocating for the 

development of a network of skilled convenors 

and personnel, prioritising Indigenous 

Australians while mentoring and supporting 

non-Indigenous Australians to ensure buy-in 

from “top fl oor to the shop fl oor”, as described 

by a participant at a Darwin consultation. 

To maintain the integrity of the framework, 

and ensure that employers are suffi ciently 

resourced, GenerationOne or the AEC should 

coordinate the convenors.

GenerationOne would work with an existing 

organisation to develop a leadership 

training package to help conveners navigate 

organisational and Indigenous cultures and 

build partnerships founded on trust and 

respect. This would be tested and refi ned in 

the demonstration sites.

There is a need for professional development 

to support and educate the people who are 

managing and delivering programs, from within 

the workplace and other service providers. 

These people need:

• Access to information from colleagues 

in similar situations

• Mentoring, coaching and support

• Remuneration that encourages 

retention  

GenerationOne would build on the work of 

other organisations that offer professional 

development - for example, Diversity Council 

Australia and Reconciliation Australia’s new 

Australian Indigenous Corporate Network, and 

the Queensland Tourism Industry Council’s 

Champions Network.
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This framework is from the report Case 

Studies of Success: Case Studies of Success 

in Transitioning Long-Term Unemployed 

Indigenous Australians into Sustainable 

Employment. The report was developed with 

consulting support from Social 

Ventures Australia.

“We do a whole holistic program from 
end to end. It involves the employer, 
the store managers - everybody’s 
involved. We get buy-in, [we do] cultural 
competency and once everyone knows 
what’s expected of them it’s an easy 
win situation.” 
Retail employer

The framework underpinning this policy 

is divided into three layers around each 

participant — the system, the employer and the 

program. Together, these platforms foster the 

conditions to support a sustainable career, but 

they must happen together.

This framework is presented through the 

lens of the employer and the operating 

environment. Employers who are at the 

centre (convenor) of the system can create 

a successful program that delivers real jobs. 

This does not discount the relevance of this 

framework for other partners working in the 

system, it is simply an angle through which to 

view this framework.

The employer is the organisation that wants to 

fi ll jobs with high-quality candidates including, 

or in particular, Indigenous Australians.

Their system is a group of organisations 

and individuals outside the employer who 

contribute to employment outcomes. These 

include (but are not limited to) the Indigenous 

community and families, training organisations, 

Job Service Australia providers and other 

employment services, government agencies 

(eg. housing) and other community service 

providers. 

The program refers to the broad set of 

activities that occur from the fi rst contact 

between an individual participant and 

the employer/system and continues post-

employment until ‘transition’ is complete and 

they are making headway in a sustainable 

career.  While many individuals and 

organisations do not view their experience 

as a ‘program’, this concept distinguishes the 

set of specifi c activities which contribute to 

employment success.

The convenor is an organisation that drives 

the development and maintenance of the 

system, fi nding partners where there are 

gaps in services and nurturing relationships 

between partners. 

The Framework

Participant

Program

Employer

System
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Within each element, consistent 

characteristics underpin the models that lead 

to successful employment outcomes for long-

term unemployed Indigenous people. These 

can be summarised under the headings of right 

people, underpinning philosophy, appropriate 

funding and effective methodology. 

According to Social Ventures Australia,  a set 

of consistent conditions exist across systems, 

employers and programs that are achieving 

substantial Indigenous employment 

outcomes, and are summarized in the table 

(following page).

Right people refers to the need for people 

with the skills and capabilities required, in the 

right places and suffi ciently resourced.

Underpinning philosophy includes the values 

and beliefs of the people that underpin their 

approach and decisions.

Appropriate funding refers to the budget 

and other resources available and how they 

are accessed.

Effective methodology is the activities, 

approach and processes deployed.
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Right people Underpinning 
philosophy

Appropriate 
funding Effective methodology

S
y
st

em

• Committed, skilled 
driving individuals 
in each partner

• Engaged local 
Indigenous 
champions

• ‘It will take real 
specialists to achieve 
results’ 

• ‘We are succeeding if 
individuals are equipped 
to succeed and pursue 
career aspirations’

• ‘No excuses’

• Tapped the 
range of 
funding pools 
available to 
partners

• The convenor of the system 
represents the employers’ 
needs 

• Alignment on shared vision of 
success and roles

• Partners co-create the 
program

• Partners act as a virtual case 
management team

• Ongoing interaction drives 
partner alignment and program 
refi nement

E
m

p
lo

y
er

• Leadership is 
wholly committed 
and invest 
appropriately

• Management 
are on board 
and understand 
their roles and 
responsibilities

• A dedicated team/
individual owns 
and delivers the 
program

• ‘This is important - but 
it’s not just goodwill - 
there are compelling 
business benefi ts’

• ‘This is complex and 
intensive but do-able’

• ‘We have deep respect 
for participants 
and challenge our 
assumptions, seeking to 
understand their context’

• ‘We treat all staff 
consistently, and as 
individuals’

• Investment has 
clear business 
benefi ts

• Funding needed 
where return 
on investment 
not seen 
quickly

• Performance management 
metrics and HR policies are 
clear, consistent, known and 
support diversity

• Broader organisation receives 
communications and has 
somewhere to direct queries 

• Rollout of program is staged 
starting with areas most ready

• Participants are consulted on 
material they are included in

• Issues are addressed 
immediately and directly

P
ro

g
ra

m

• Team has intense 
commitment, 
resilience, high 
levels of EQ and are 
creative problem 
solvers

• A consistent, 
trusted point of 
contact supports 
each participant 
and their line 
manager

• Ongoing tangible 
and visible senior 
leadership support 

• ‘Participants can be, 
and want to be, active 
contributors to their 
development’

• ‘Participants’ strengths, 
abilities and aspirations 
will guide their pathway’ 

• ‘Honesty is central to 
interactions and we will 
meet any promises we 
make’

• ‘We have consistently 
high expectations’

• ‘Common barriers are 
surmountable’ (e.g. 
housing)

• ‘Learning will be a two-
way process and non-
Indigenous colleagues 
may also need support to 
adapt’

• Program is 
appropriately 
resourced with 
suffi cient staff, 
facilities and 
budget

• Personalised and informal style 
of engagement throughout

• Clear, consistent expectations 
communicated and explained 
at all stages

• Engage families at multiple 
stages as resources to support 
the participant 

• Employee attraction, pre-
employment and accredited 
training/preparation, 
screening/selection/placement, 
on the job support and career 
progression/retention should 
all be addressed

The framework is examined in detail in Appendix 1.
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If we believe that employment is the road 

out of disadvantage, then this shared vision 

means that all Australians can play a role in 

ending employment disparity and breaking the 

cycle of disadvantage. A critical component 

of the VTEC policy and framework will be 

the involvement of communities, service 

providers and support organisations - working 

collaboratively to meet each employer’s 

requirements for job candidates. 

The employment disparity between Indigenous 

and non-Indigenous Australians is a complex 

issue that has eluded successive governments. 

The Indigenous population is growing at twice 

the rate of the non-Indigenous population and 

half of all Indigenous people are under the age 

of 25. To achieve the ambitious goal of ending 

the disparity in one generation, we must 

change our attitudes to work-readiness and 

training - no longer seen through the lens of 

welfare but as part of an employment pathway 

and always with a line of sight to an employer 

and a real job. Activities that focus only on 

participation requirements and obligations 

will be less effective in lifting a marginalised 

person out of welfare.

Reconciliation Australia estimates Indigenous 

disadvantage has an economic cost of 

approximately $10 billion per year. The human 

cost is infi nitely greater. 

The Australian Government’s 2011 Budget 

statement stated that 17 per cent of very long-

term unemployed Australians are Indigenous 

- yet another disproportionate statistic relative 

to population size.

COLLABORATING ON A 
SHARED VISION 

“I do believe that our staff engagement 
[with the program] has been wrapped 
around the fact that, in regional areas, 
you’re actually seeing your efforts of 
mentoring young kids in the workplace 
[lead to] seeing reciprocal benefi ts of 
that in the community at large, so much 
so that crime drops and respect and 
regard grows.” 
Banking employer

Pivotal to the shared vision is work-readiness 

and employer-directed training, where each 

employer specifi es workplace requirements 

and collaborates with providers to develop a 

training package. Personal support services 

should further enable the partnership between 

employer and employee.

This policy proposes to leverage existing 

networks and build on physical and social 

infrastructure to avoid duplication. National 

consultations revealed that many of the 

services required for the VTEC framework are 

already available, but not necessarily aligned. 

The framework encourages collaboration 

between stakeholders without duplicating 

services. 

The Principles
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Case Study: Karen Sheldon
Catering and Ironbark Employment

The relationship between Karen Sheldon Training and Ironbark Employment, a Darwin-based JSA, 

is a good example of a successful partnership between an employer and a JSA which is based 

on a mutual perception of value and a shared sense of purpose. The partnership is characterised 

by a deep understanding of each other’s requirements and constraints, and an openness to work 

together to fi nd a win-win:  “We actively work on partnership - mentors will go along to JSA 
meetings with participants and we’ll make sure we’re meeting the participation requirements 
for the JSAs so it works for them.”   
Karen Sheldon, Founder and CEO, Karen Sheldon Training

For Ironbark Employment, Karen Sheldon Training is a valuable partner in achieving this shared 

vision of success:  “We like working with them, they’re another pair of eyes looking for jobs for 
our guys. They have really good knowledge internally of how JSAs work, of the justice system, 
etc. They know what they’re talking about and what we’re dealing with.”  
Timothy Werner, Ironbark Employment

Karen Sheldon Training receives support 
from Australian Government 

employment services, including 
the Indigenous Employment 

Program.
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ELIMINATING BARRIERS 
TO WORK 

“If you don’t have anyone that works in 
your home then how would you know 
what work is all about?” 
Indigenous woman, Tamworth

The Walk in My Shoes survey reinforced 

the importance of helping candidates into 

jobs so that lives can be turned around by 

earning real wages and building careers. Work-

preparedness and employer-directed training 

will build pride, self-belief and help create 

goals for marginalised Indigenous Australians. 

The education system has failed to prepare 

many Indigenous students for life or 

employment. While this may be changing, it 

is evident that Indigenous Australians have 

been left behind at a time of low levels of 

unemployment. For Indigenous Australians 

who are unemployed, under-employed or 

not participating, there are compounding 

barriers that continue to exclude people who 

lack experience or skills and who are being 

screened out of employment. These barriers 

include poor education, intergenerational 

welfare dependency, lack of stable 

accommodation, drug and alcohol dependency, 

interaction with the criminal justice system 

and lack of work history. 

This framework aims to lift the capacity of 

Indigenous Australians who are not prepared 

for work, leading to greater workforce 

participation and providing positive role 

models for younger generations. Employers 

who adopt the framework will better 

understand their role in breaking the cycle of 

unemployment by valuing diversity, through 

mentoring and post-placement support, 

and by supporting employees into 

management positions.

The entry point for some candidates needs to 

be through Intermediate Labor Markets, and 

the Australian Government must ensure its 

program funding extends this far. Funding must 

enable employment barriers to be broken down 

through the Indigenous Employment Program, 

Job Services Australia, the Language, Literacy 

and Numeracy Program and work experience.
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Case Study: Skill360 Australia
The employment pathway includes post-placement support

Mentors at Skill360 Australia play a vital role managing the relationship between the employer 

(Skill360 Australia), the host employer (the day-to-day workplace) and the apprentice or trainee. 

Petrina Villafl or performs this role for apprentices and trainees from Cape York. At its most basic 

level, the role of the mentor with Skill360 Australia is to  “visit, sign off, check they’re OK”. The 

mentor is the main point of contact if the apprentice or trainee is experiencing diffi culties with 

their placement or more broadly. The mentor tries to approach this in a way which is empowering 

- helping them to work through the issue, rather than providing answers. The aim is to reduce this 

type of support over time in order to avoid dependency on the mentor.

Petrina supports the apprentices/trainees “to think from the employer’s point of view. For 
funerals, do you really need to go to them all? Can you go for half a day?” It’s a tough-love 

approach which seeks to foster independence and illustrates the principle that the mentor is 

neutral: there to support both the employer and employee.

Petrina’s work often goes beyond mentoring the individual to working with the family unit. While 

much groundwork is done pre-placement, the relationship is maintained to support the individual 

in sustaining employment and progressing:  “It means it’s less of an issue if someone misses 
a community event - for example, a funeral - because you’ve got people saying, ‘You can’t 
come, you’ve got to go to work’.” Particularly where a young person is the fi rst person in that 

family or community to go to work: “Families are fearful for their child because they don’t know 
or understand that world themselves. Some parents will support their child to stay through 
challenges, others will encourage them to come home as soon as it gets diffi cult.”

Petrina believes that success means “taking the Indigenous out of the conversation” 
and that the key is in communicating expectations: “Indigenous people need 

to be taught that deadlines, drug-testing, etc. isn’t discrimination - it’s 
procedure across the board. They need to be held accountable 

for their own achievements and outcomes.”
Petrina Villafl or, Cape Project Leader, Skill360

Skill360 Australia receives support from 
Australian Government employment 

services, including the Indigenous 
Employment Program.
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HARNESSING STRENGTHS 

“What’s so innovative about what we do 
is the support that’s wrapped around the 
training. It’s always treated on a case-by-
case basis for each person.” 
Mining employer

The framework taps into an individual’s 

strengths to build personal capacity. 

This approach is realistic about potential 

challenges and optimistic about the future. 

The GenerationOne consultations revealed 

a strong desire by Indigenous Australians to 

take up employment opportunities and move 

away from the ‘defi cit model’ of approaching 

Indigenous disadvantage, which sees 

Indigenous people as problems to be solved.
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Case Study: Crown
Merit-based selection

Potential Indigenous recruits at Crown are provided with personalised support to complete the 

initial application. “Previously they were likely to have been vetted out because of how the 
application presented, now they are more likely to get through at this stage.” 
Marcus Maccora, Recruitment, Crown

Then, “it all boils down to merit and who’s best for the job”. However, to determine who is best 

for the job, Crown will often adapt the recruitment processes to be more welcoming and strengths-

based for Indigenous applicants. For example, rather than running a large group selection day, 

Crown will run a small group or individual interview. Where someone seems like a good fi t but 

misses out, Crown will stay in touch and try to place them in another role: “With some candidates 
we go back two or three times and try to steer them into a different role.”

Hiring decisions require a partnership between internal recruiters, the business stream, the hiring 

manager and the Indigenous program coordinator; there is therefore a need to educate all of these 

players to level the playing fi eld.

Crown receives support from Australian 
Government employment services, 

including the Indigenous 
Employment Program.
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CULTURAL COMPETENCY 

“All of our Aboriginal workers who 
have any infl uence are really culturally 
accountable. They work well to marry 
the two [cultures] together so that we 
can keep moving forward. We talk about 
this to our non-Aboriginal staff as well 
[telling them] ‘you are accountable 
for making this happen, not just the 
Aboriginal people’. And people really 
own it and run with it, it’s amazing.” 
Community Services employer

“We’ve implemented a two-day cultural 
respect mandatory training [session] 
for all [non-Indigenous] staff. Our chief 
executive and his executive went 
through the fi rst lot of two-day training, 
so we make sure all the managers have 
been trained and no staff member is 
allowed to attend the cultural respect 
training until their manager has 
done it.” 
Community Services employer

The convenor, or manager, of the Indigenous 

Employment Program, should work to make 

the organisation more culturally competent. 

It is important that the employer embeds the 

value of diversity deep within the organisation, 

making respect for and understanding of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture 

the organisation’s way of doing business.

Petrina Villafl or from Skill360 believes that 

the key is in “taking the Indigenous out of 

the conversation”, and ensuring that program 

participants understand that employers 

have consistent procedures. Employers 

must communicate consistent expectations 

and back this with resources and policies 

which recognise and respect diversity. As 

more employees undergo cultural awareness 

training, and through leadership by the 

executive, the cultural competency of the 

entire business should increase. 
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Case Study: Woolworths
Cultural competency

Woolworths recognises that by matching the faces of the employees in their stores to those in their 

local communities, families are more likely to shop at their local Woolworths store. With operations 

in diverse communities across all of Australia, Woolworths therefore strongly encourages diversity 

within their workforce.

To do this, Woolworths makes a point of acknowledging and celebrating diversity across cultural 

groups. For example, in Head Offi ce meetings they will acknowledge signifi cant religious or cultural 

events that are relevant at that time. Their commitment to the encouragement of diversity is 

perhaps epitomised by the creation of a Senior Management role of ‘Diversity Manager’ and 

a Diversity Steering Committee made up of leaders from all parts of the business. As a result, 

Woolworths now has a deeply embedded culture of valuing and celebrating diversity. 

The implications of this for Indigenous employees are that awareness and understanding of 

Indigenous culture and background is viewed no differently to that of other cultures and minority 

groups, which enables broad education without Indigenous employees feeling singled out.

Woolworths receives support from 
Australian Government employment 

services, including the Indigenous 
Employment Program.
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NEXT STEPS

“[Employers] have got to see the good in 
the Indigenous communities and [they] 
have got to see the potential...there is 
a big gap between the want [for jobs] 
of our communities to what employers’ 
needs are and what the skill gaps are.”  
Employed woman, Tamworth 

“There’s a lot of money around training 
Indigenous people but they were training 
without jobs at the end, so we looked at 
turning it upside down and getting the 
jobs from the employer [fi rst].”
Retail employer

Organisations like the Australian Employment 

Covenant have been instrumental in creating 

demand for an Indigenous workforce and, 

in the process, revealing a major barrier to 

supply. The VTEC framework is the next logical 

step in helping to fi ll vacancies because many 

employers have limited access to suitable 

candidates, and candidates feel trapped in the 

welfare cycle because they lack skills 

and training.

The commitment to Indigenous employment 

needs to extend beyond symbolism and 

intention, into practical action that will embed 

the value of diversity within organisations. 

While some employers and, in rare instances, 

groups of employers, have established 

programs that align with the VTEC framework, 

this practice is not widespread.

We must recognise that it takes time to 

prepare some job candidates for work and 

that candidates need support as they develop 

social skills and confi dence, an important 

adjunct to vocational skills and training. The 

program does not end when the candidate 

starts work - post-placement support is vital 

to long-term job retention. Some employers 

and job providers have supported candidates 

along an extended employment pathway, with 

much success. Their experiences will be shared 

with others, to celebrate the achievements 

of candidates and their support networks, 

which include employers. For GenerationOne, 

the Case Studies of Success, developed 

with consulting support from Social Ventures 

Australia and published on the GenerationOne 

website, tell powerful stories of successful 

transitions to work. The VTEC framework 

was based on these case studies and will be 

further developed using the real experiences 

of jobseekers, industry, government and 

employment and training agencies.

The greatest risk to the success of VTEC is 

poor implementation, which will deprive the 

community of the benefi ts of a new policy and 

waste resources (Ref: Australian National Audit 

Offi ce Report 2006). Effective implementation 

requires generous lead-time, strong leadership, 

defi ned roles and responsibilities and clear 

communication between organisations. 

As noted by the National Employment Services 

Association:  “Ensuring stakeholders acquire a 

clear understanding of each other’s roles and 

responsibilities to commitments made within a 

partnership and to their respective agencies is 

a critical key to success.”

Because the pathway out of the disparity 

is complex, the framework must be fl exible 

and recognise that moving from long-term 

unemployment to steady work requires time. 

This is not always a linear process. 

But the process must begin. The next step is 

for the Australian Government to join with 

GenerationOne, business and the community, 

to test the VTEC principles and framework in 

demonstration sites where employment and 

training services are coordinated. Best practice 

can be refi ned before a wider rollout.
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RIGHT PEOPLE

Partnership, mutual responsibility and 

connectedness are universal factors in the 

success of these programs. This is refl ected in 

the ‘systemic’ focus of these case studies. This 

approach is powerful because it maximises 

resources available through harnessing 

expertise, avoids duplication and creates 

synergies. It requires thoughtful and deliberate 

resourcing at the system level.

• A skilled and committed individual from 

each partner organisation owns their 

contribution and relationships with the 

other partners

It is the individuals within each organisation 
who drive an open, transparent, effective 
and cohesive ‘system’. Where systems 
are successful, these people are deeply 
committed, skilled in their respective 
specialties and in relationship management 
and have a degree of infl uence and/or 
autonomy within their organisations.  

• Champion/s from within the Indigenous 

community (local if possible) are engaged

Within the local Indigenous community there 
are likely to be individuals who are strong 
champions of Indigenous employment. Early 
and ongoing engagement with these opinion-
leaders can not only helpfully inform program 
design but also build awareness within the 
community of the opportunities available, 
supporting the attraction of good candidates. 
This engagement can happen formally (e.g. 
Crown Melbourne employing Charles Williams, 
a strong role model from the local Indigenous 
community, as Program Coordinator) or 
informally (e.g. Skill360 Cape York  Project 
Offi cer, Petrina Villafl or, who is prioritising 
building relationships with the broader 
community).

For an employer seeking to develop an 

Indigenous Employment Strategy, buy-in at all 

levels appears to be necessary for a program 

to gain traction. We have observed that this 

support does not need to be pervasive prior 

to the start of the program but may be built 

Appendix 1: 
The framework in detail

This framework is from the report Case Studies of Success: Case Studies of Success in 

Transitioning Long-Term Unemployed Indigenous Australians into Sustainable Employment. 

The report was developed with consulting support from Social Ventures Australia.
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up over time as program successes become 

apparent, as long as those directly affected 

by the program rollout are informed and 

supportive. 

At the employer level, these characteristics of 

the people involved were observed:

• CEO/Board/Leaders were wholly 

committed to the program’s success and 

willing to invest appropriately

Leaders at the highest level of the 
organisation need to have passion for the 
program from its inception and recognise 
that signifi cant investment is required to 
make it work.  Commitment must be long-
term, visible and clearly defi ned. This creates 
impetus for the rest of the organisation. At 
Burswood Casino, concerted efforts to set up 
an Indigenous Employment Strategy failed to 
take hold until James Packer, Chair of Crown 
Limited, made a public commitment to employ 
2000 Indigenous Australians by 2021. This 
high-level support meant that Indigenous 
employment became an immediate priority, 
with senior management accountability. At 
Woolworths, commitment began from the 
CEO who initiated a Reconciliation Action 
Plan, hired a National Diversity Manager and 
implemented a diversity steering committee 
which spans all Woolworths’ businesses. 

• All management involved with the 

program are on board and understand 

their roles and responsibilities

Those managers directly connected to the 
program (e.g. the managers of teams who 
are hiring an Indigenous person, Human 
Resources, Recruitment, etc.) must understand 
what is expected of them in their role and be 
committed to attaining this. Crown identifi ed 
and worked with particular business areas to 
ensure they were supportive before placing 
their fi rst program participants. Charles 
Williams, program coordinator at Crown, works 
across teams to support those recruiting, 
selecting, managing and otherwise working 
with participants in their engagement with 
the program.

• A dedicated team/individual owns and 

delivers the program

A key message from interviews is that 
program delivery is not a part-time or ‘add-
on’ role; a dedicated resource is required. The 
size of the team will depend on a number of 
factors including cohort size, level of support 
required and roles assumed by the employer 
organisation (as opposed to the wider system 
partners). Incidences of burnout were widely 
reported across the case study organisations 
due to the continuous nature of the roles and 
the emotionally charged nature of supporting 
individuals who are possibly dealing with 
signifi cant challenges, and mediating between 
various diverse stakeholder groups.

At the program level, resourcing is vital. The 

right people are needed: individuals who can 

work with and relate to both participants 

and the rest of the business. They need to be 

supported to drive effectiveness and avoid 

burnout. 

• The program team demonstrates intense 

commitment, resilience, high levels of 

emotional intelligence and are creative 

problem-solvers

The personal connection between a 
participant and program staff member was 
universally cited as a key success factor 
in these programs. At Karen Sheldon, the 
mentor relationship is seen as 90 per cent of 
the program due to its power in translating 
training into practice over the transition into 
employment. For this reason, it is vital that the 
right people are selected for the role. These 
cases point to the importance of navigating 
the corporate and the local community and 
developing trusted partnerships, as well 
as high levels of resilience, creativity and 
resourcefulness.

• An assigned and trusted team member 

is the consistent point of contact for 

each participant and their line manager, 

mediating between the two

Charles Williams, at Crown, acts as mediator 
and translator between the corporate culture 
of Crown, program participants and the 
wider Indigenous community. Charles is able 
to challenge prejudices on both sides and 
navigate tensions resulting from cultural and 
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contextual differences. This neutral position 
also enables him to be both a strong advocate 
for program participants within Crown and an 
ally to managers and other Crown employees 
facing challenges linked to the program.

• There is ongoing tangible and visible 

senior leadership support for team, 

participants and program

At Burswood Casino, senior leadership meet 
with program staff each fortnight. This 
ensures that program staff are supported and 
that leadership can advocate for the program 
internally and externally, informed by current 
outcomes data. At ISS, senior managers 
came in to meet program participants for a 
day during their pre-employment training. 
This helped to build participants’ confi dence 
and eased the transition. As reported by 
Dean Jones: “It really broke the ice because 
we had met them and it was good for our 
future comfort. They treated us just like 
anybody else.”

UNDERPINNING PHILOSOPHY

It is apparent from these case studies that 

there are consistencies in underpinning 

philosophy that contribute to their success. 

There are nuanced differences depending 

on the context in which the organisation is 

operating, however, at the highest level there 

is acknowledgement of three things: fi rstly, 

that the primary measure of success is that 

individuals get into careers; secondly, that 

this is eminently possible but it requires skills 

and investment; thirdly, that all those involved 

must understand the benefi ts to them and the 

broader society. 

Through the system this presents as:

• ‘It will take real specialists to achieve 

results’

The best-placed local organisation should 
be delivering each program element. In each 
of these case studies, the employer drew 
on specialists where support required was 

outside of their in-house expertise, and 
others were better placed to provide it.  An 
example of this is the partnership between 
Burswood and Polytechnic West, which 
deliver real Jobs training.  

• ‘We are succeeding if individuals are 

equipped to succeed and pursue career 

aspirations’

It was noteworthy throughout these case 
studies that employers were interested in 
the development of individuals, beyond their 
own staffi ng needs. Crown regularly places 
program applicants with other employers, 
where an applicant’s career aspirations do not 
fi t with a Crown career. This is considered a 
successful outcome for Crown as it is seeking 
“retention within the workforce” and sees the 
program as more than a workforce planning 
solution. Across the broader system, there was 
a consistent focus on equipping individuals 
to succeed and compete in the open labour 
market, in line with their own aspirations.

• ‘No excuses’

People throughout the system have a can-do 
attitude backed by creative problem-solving. 
An obvious parallel between successful 
programs is a high level of creativity and 
resourcefulness. For example, the staff at 
Karen Sheldon have strong relationships 
with JSA providers and are very honest 
with themselves and participants about the 
challenges they face. Together, they address 
these challenges and draw on all available 
resources to overcome them, potentially over 
an extended period, rather than giving up.

In the employer it can be seen as:

• ‘This is important - but it’s not just 

goodwill - there are compelling business 

benefi ts’ 

While goodwill is important, for a program 
to be sustainable it needs to have business 
benefi ts which are clear, compelling and 
robust. In the words of Peter Coyne, EGM HR 
for Crown Limited, “providing employment 
opportunities for Aboriginal Australians is 
not just the right and responsible thing to do, 
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but a smart way to do business”. While the 
individuals involved in these case studies often 
have a personal passion for social justice, 
this is not enough to enable program success. 
Businesses are accountable to shareholders 
and require a robust business case in order to 
sustainably invest in Indigenous employment 
over the long term. There must therefore be a 
genuine job vacancy and need. 

• ‘This is complex and intensive but 

do-able’ 

As noted elsewhere, a consistent feature 
across cases was a realistic awareness of 
the complexity of this work, and therefore an 
appreciation of the potential investment along 
with a proactive, resourceful approach 
to problem-solving and a ‘can-do’ attitude. 
This is equally important at the employer and 
system levels.

• ‘We have deep respect for participants 

and challenge our assumptions, seeking 

to understand their contexts’ 

This was expressed differently in different 
cases. Some referred to a willingness to “give 
a second chance” to program participants, 
others to “asking the right questions”. 
The consistent point is that organisations 
operating successful programs avoided 
jumping to conclusions, particularly around 
performance concerns, and would seek to 
understand the underlying causes and work 
with the individual to fi nd a way forward. 

• ‘We treat all staff, including diverse 

personalities, backgrounds, beliefs and 

cultures, consistently, and as individuals’

Throughout these case studies, participants 
have spoken about not wanting to be “under a 
spotlight” and about the challenges of working 
with others who assume they are receiving 
preferential treatment. At Skill360, Petrina 
Villafl or believes that the key is in “taking 
the Indigenous out of the conversation” 
and ensuring that participants understand 
that employers have consistent procedures 
around deadlines, holidays, drug testing, etc. 
Consistent expectations clearly communicated 
and backed by HR policies which recognise 
and respect diversity enable this balance of 
fairness and consistency.

At the program level, this manifests as:

• ‘Participants can be, and want to be, 

active contributors to their development’

Across these case studies we have seen 
participants driving their own development. 
Through being involved in identifying their 
own challenges and creating development 
plans (often in conversation with a mentor on 
an ongoing basis), rather than being assessed 
and told what they require in order to succeed, 
participants are empowered and engaged. 

• ‘Participants’ strengths, abilities and 

aspirations will guide their pathway’ 

There is a strengths-based approach. These 
programs acknowledge that individuals are not 
a “problem to be solved” but bring with them a 
range of skills and abilities, regardless of their 
employment background. Through adopting 
a strengths-based approach, and discussing 
and exploring participant aspirations from 
an early stage, programs are more likely to 
guide participants into roles in which they can 
experience success and feel fulfi lled.

• ‘Honesty is central to interactions and 

we will meet any promises we make’

At Karen Sheldon this was particularly 
emphasised in the context of program staff 
working with participants. The program team 
are very honest with participants about 
challenges they will face and how they are 
progressing in order to avoid setting them 
up for failure. At Skill360, the experience of 
engaging with communities in Cape York made 
apparent the need to deliver on promises and 
be very honest at a wider community level. 
These communities were initially sceptical 
about what Skill360 could deliver, having 
engaged with organisations in the past which 
had not met their promises (e.g. taken up 
training opportunities that did not result in 
employment). Building trust took time and 
consistency.
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• ‘We have consistently high expectations’ 

Successful programs support individuals to 
surmount the bar rather than lower it. Merit-
based employment means participants are 
able to succeed in their role and the wider 
labour market; it lowers the likelihood of 
resentment between the Indigenous cohort 
and other employees; and it ensures that 
employers’ needs are satisfi ed. A merit-based 
approach to employment was fundamental 
to all the programs we explored. This does 
not, however, mean that processes cannot 
be adapted. Providing multiple channels 
for application (rather than just online), 
providing opportunities to “test” employment 
opportunities, enabling family members to 
accompany a young person for interview and 
decreasing the level of formality of a selection 
day are all examples of simple adaptations 
which can support a long-term unemployed 
Indigenous jobseeker to demonstrate the skills 
and capabilities required to get a job on merit.

• ‘Common barriers are surmountable’ 

Commonly reported barriers are sometimes 
seen as too much for a program to overcome. 
Two examples are housing and transport. 
Those programs achieving success 
consistently fi nd solutions to these barriers. 
With shiftwork being the norm at Crown and 
Burswood, and participants generally relying 
on public transport, poor infrastructure can 
be a major issue. It is often the reason that 
participants are late or miss shifts. Program 
staff at both venues have worked with 
participants to create travel plans (helping 
them navigate the public transport system), 
provided taxi vouchers and supported them 
to negotiate shift patterns to suit their family 
commitments.

• ‘Learning will be a two-way process and 

non-Indigenous colleagues may also need 

support to adapt’  

It is normal for there to be some reservations 
within the wider workforce about the impact 
of an Indigenous Employment Program. The 
mindset that seems to lead to success doesn’t 
judge people for needing support to adapt 
but seeks to enable that through education, 
information and providing space for discussion. 
At ISS, some site managers and business 

unit managers were initially concerned 
about participants not turning up for work or 
meeting requirements. They were invited to 
put issues on the table without judgment and 
these were worked through. This helped to 
break down their resistance as they found the 
issues were the same as for any employee.

APPROPRIATE FUNDING

While we heard regularly about the limitations 

of current government funding structures (the 

major funder of this work), we also observed 

that systems achieving successful employment 

outcomes were fi nding ways around these 

limitations to make money work for their 

purposes.

• Different funding pools, available to 

partners in the system, are drawn on

Partnering with others, operating in different 
systems, can provide access to a wider range 
of funding avenues than any one organisation 
may be able to draw on independently. 
Highly effective systems we have observed 
view funding as place-based and, depending 
on the resources required to deliver the 
best outcomes, will channel it accordingly. 
Resourcefulness in maximising resources 
is apparent in the case of Skill360 where 
partnering RTOs drew on funding not available 
to Skill360 and a JSA representative spoke 
of engaging the community sector to provide 
support outside of their funding scope, e.g. for 
those experiencing homelessness.

For the employer as a whole, or individual 

business, we found that, despite signifi cant 

goodwill, organisations experience competing 

business priorities and it was therefore critical 

that they could see the translation to business 

benefi ts, either in the short or long term. 

• Investment in the program is supported 

by a clear business rationale, with 

additional funding provided where return 

on investment will not be seen within the 

reporting period
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The business case varies between 
organisations, and may evolve over time. 
For example, there were anecdotal reports 
of higher rates of loyalty among Indigenous 
staff members beyond the initial transition 
(exemplifi ed by increased retention and 
diligence). Some organisations also spoke 
of increased capacity and skill development 
across the wider workforce as a result of 
increased diversity. Some common business 
reasons for investment were: 

o We need more employees (access 
to broader talent pool)

o We recognise that our customers 
and workforce care about this issue

o Our workforce is not representative 
of our client base or the 
demographics of our community: 
we believe this will improve our 
relationships with the community 
and drive additional business.

Return on investment may not be apparent 
in the short term but might require a longer 
term view. Where this is the case we found it 
important that funding was made available 
to the business to cover costs and avoid a 
shortfall in the reporting period.  

At the program level, appropriate funding 

can look like a cash budget, the number and 

level of staff employed and their benefi ts (e.g. 

overtime), the facilities available for program 

use, access to other expertise within the 

business (e.g. marketing), or access to high-

quality, fully funded specialist services.  

• The program is appropriately resourced 

with suffi cient staff, facilities and budget

As noted at the organisational level, under-
resourcing of staff in this key role will quickly 
lead to burnout due to the intense nature of the 
work. At Burswood it was also apparent that the 
space available to the team was important: a quiet, 
private place was required for the team to work 
with participants in confi dence. Budget is required 
for program set-up, administration and for each 
consecutive cohort of participants.

METHODOLOGY

Components of an effective methodology 

appear to be very consistent across the case 

studies. For the system, this is primarily 

about creating high-performing partnerships 

that knit together fl awlessly around the 

participants.  

• An organisation focused on employer 

needs convenes the system

Where meaningful, sustainable employment is 
the goal, the employer’s needs must be central 
to the design and efforts of the whole system. 
This requires one of the system partners to 
take responsibility for convening the group, 
around this central point. This is often the 
employer but not always. In the case of Karen 
Sheldon, it is a training organisation, with 
strong employer partnerships and industry 
awareness. 

• There is alignment around a shared 

vision of success (mediated if required) 

and clarity on each partner’s roles in 

contributing to this

The key people, or ideally all partners involved, 
align around a shared vision. We observed 
that this was always focused on outcomes 
for the jobseeker. Case-study organisations 
broadly defi ned success as Indigenous people 
being equipped to succeed and pursue career 
aspirations. This is a long-term view for the 
individual and would sometimes mean that 
they ended up in a role that was not with 
the initial employer. While alignment sounds 
relatively simple, organisations tend to have 
different perspectives on the detail of “what 
success looks like for the jobseeker” and what 
is going to meet their organisation’s need. 
Mediation by a third party can support the 
development of a shared vision if it is proving 
challenging to develop across the system. 

• Partners co-create the program to utilise 

expertise and meet each partner’s 

specifi c needs

While there is alignment on a long-term vision 
of success, system partners also acknowledge 
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and respect the shorter-term needs (e.g. 
funding KPIs) of the partner organisations. The 
program is designed together to meet these 
more immediate needs without compromising 
on the long-term vision of success. It is also 
designed to draw on the specifi c expertise that 
each organisation can offer. 

• From fi rst contact point, partners act as 

a virtual case-management team around 

the participant, including providing a 

safety net to catch those who fall out

While there may be a large number of 
people supporting the participant in the 
background, for the individual it must feel 
relatively seamless and simple. One, or a few 
key people, develop a close relationship with 
the participant and they manage the system 
to come together around that individual, 
proactively seeking and sharing information 
and drawing on the expertise of others when it 
is required. Should that person fall out of the 
system, someone knows where they are and is 
in regular contact with them to offer support.
 

• Ongoing interaction of partners 

drives partner alignment and program 

refi nement

Through the virtual case-management 
approach, system partners work together 
regularly and get to know each other’s needs 
and processes in greater detail; it is with this 
understanding that the program can be refi ned 
to meet all partners’ needs. Karen Sheldon 
mentors go to JSA meetings with participants 
to ensure they meet JSA participation 
requirements “so it works for them”.

For the employer, we consistently observed 

that real effort goes into preparing the 

rest of the organisation to help, not hinder, 

the program. The way that the employer 

represents the program and its participants, 

and how it wins support from the Indigenous 

community also emerged as important to the 

program’s success.

• Performance management metrics 

encourage prioritisation of the program

Metrics (for example, percentage of Indigenous 
employees) can be adopted to encourage line 
and department managers to embrace the 
program; this is useful in the initial stages 
of the program rollout before the business 
case is well proven. In instances where other 
employees/management are concerned that 
they might not reach current KPIs as a result 
of the program (e.g. productivity targets), 
program staff can work with the manager and 
the organisation to adapt the KPIs accordingly. 
In fact, such concerns are rarely an issue since 
participants are employed based on merit, and 
are well-supported to perform at least as well 
as their peers. 

• HR policies support diversity and give 

clear and consistent guidelines for all 

staff. Managers understand how to 

apply them

Policies that are clear to all staff and are 
applied consistently ensure that there is no 
perception of special treatment. This can mean 
that policies are consistent and processes 
are adaptive and fl exible to take into account 
differences. Woolworths focuses on creating 
a culture of diversity, with a senior manager 
of diversity and a steering committee that 
includes leaders from each of the Woolworths 
businesses. While each of the Woolworths 
businesses has autonomy over HR, Corporate 
HR have articulated a diversity document.

• Individuals within the organisation 

are provided with the opportunity to 

understand the program as it impacts 

them and have somewhere to direct 

their queries

Communication is provided to the broader 
organisation but, in particular, to those who 
will be directly involved with the program. 
Communication is designed to provide an 
understanding of the program, its benefi ts, 
and their roles and responsibilities and how it 
will affect them. A safe, neutral party (often 
the program team) is responsible for handling 
queries and staff are encouraged to voice 
their concerns so that they can be addressed 
directly. We observed that communication is 
predominantly done through staff meetings 
(including leadership meetings) and one-on-
one conversations.
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• Rollout of the program is staged starting 

with areas most ready. Proof of model 

and business case is used to build 

momentum across the business

All organisations started with a small-scale 
pilot and expanded into areas most ready, 
where there were effective partnerships and 
where the highest possibility for success 
could be had. The roll out was generally 
managed slowly and the business case 
evolved as successes occurred and were 
communicated throughout the organisation. 
For example, Crown found that retention 
rates for Indigenous employees were higher 
than average. Such success, although it looks 
different in each organisation, has tended to 
breed interest and dispel concerns from others 
in the organisation. Woolworths has pursued 
initial growth in the areas where there is a 
large Indigenous population and where it has 
trusted partners.

• Participants are involved in deciding 

how they are represented internally and 

externally (marketing/communications, 

cultural awareness training)

Organisations that are successful tend to be 
sensitive to the needs of the individual and 

their concerns about being in the spotlight 
or about how they are publicly portrayed. 
They therefore engage participants in the 
design of publications or planning for events 
to showcase their successes. For example, 
all organisations insisted that these case 
studies were cleared with participants before 
publication. Personal examples used in 
cultural awareness training are also cleared 
with participants.

• Issues arising are addressed 

immediately and directly, and treated as 

a learning opportunity for all involved

All the programs attributed their success  to 
confronting problems directly, rather than 
avoiding diffi cult issues and challenging 
conversations. They commented that trust 
from the participant and the Indigenous 
community relies on them knowing that 
any issues will be dealt with directly and 
quickly. For example, Crown uses prevailing 
issues as a two-way learning opportunity and 
embraces the opportunity for education of 
the individuals involved, the broader team 
and sometimes the whole department. Most 
importantly, the Crown program team works 
with the individual to defi ne how they handle 
the situation.

Effective Methodology

Employee 

Attraction

Pre-employment 

Training and 

Preparation

Screening/

Selection/

Placement

On the Job 

Support

Career Progression/ 

Retention

P
ro

g
ra

m

• Language 
tested to 
ensure 
resonance

• Multiple 
avenues, 
including 
tasters, to 
learn about 
and test 
opportunities

• Prepares for ‘work’ 
rather than a 
specifi c role

• Training based on 
employers’ needs 
and fl exible to 
participant need

• Training has clear 
expectations and 
line of sight to a job

• Whole organisation 
is educated on 
Indigenous culture 
and history

• Focus on capabilities 
rather than 
experience and 
qualifi cations

• Process is adapted 
to enable candidates 
to demonstrate 
abilities

• Selection is merit-
based and objective

• Employer has 
partnership and 
knowledge in 
navigating barriers

• Support (including 
trying for other 
roles) and feedback 
provided where not 
selected

• Proactive, early 
intervention is 
provided by team

• Support includes: 
troubleshooter, 
buddy, peer 
support, career 
coach, life coach 
(fi lled fl exibly)

• Support for 
line managers 
and others to 
troubleshoot 
issues (decreases 
over time)

• Privacy and 
confi dentially is 
strictly observed 

• Initial and ongoing 
conversation on 
career aspirations, 
development needs 
and progression 
opportunities

• Ongoing exposure 
to potential 
progression 
pathways, 
opportunities and 
role models

• Advocates within 
organisation 
for progression 
of Indigenous 
employees (on a 
merit basis)
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For the program, there are fi ve phases to the 

journey:

1. The initial attraction of employees.

2. Training and preparation (work-

readiness and skills-based, 

accredited and non-accredited).

3. Screening/selection/placement in 

a job.

4. On the job support.

5. Career progression/retention.

Throughout all phases, a personalised and 

informal style of engagement makes the 

program or workplace more accessible and 

enjoyable for participants. Clear and consistent 

expectations are communicated to participants 

and families are engaged. 

• Personalised and informal style of 

engagement throughout

From the fi rst point of contact at Crown, 
participants experience personal contact 
through the Indigenous Employment team and 
this does not change when they eventually 
enter the organisation. Participants quickly 
develop a rapport with the team as team 
members help them navigate the tours, tasters 
and the application process. Furthermore, 
rather than formal meetings and interviews, 
Crown program staff are more likely to arrange 
informal conversations or gatherings to ease 
any participant anxieties. The HR manager will 
often join a tour. Meeting senior leadership 
informally means that participants are likely to 
fi nd the workplace less intimidating.  

• Clear, consistent expectations are 

communicated and explained at all 

stages

As previously mentioned, Skill360 believes 
that the key to ensuring that all employees are 
viewed consistently is in the communication of 
expectations from initial contact onwards. This 
ensures that individuals are not set up to fail. 

• Families are engaged at multiple stages 

as resources to support the participants

Families should be engaged to ensure their 
comfort with the organisation and the 
proposed role, but further as champions to 
support the participant through the process 
into employment and onwards. Crown 
welcomes families to the Crown site for a 
tour and to meet the team, and is active in 
the community. Skill360 do groundwork with 
the family pre-placement and then continue 
the relationship to ensure the individual is 
supported. According to Petrina Villafl or “it 
means it’s less of an issue if someone misses 
a community event - for example, a funeral - 
because you’ve got people saying you can’t 
come you’ve got to go to work”. Particularly 
where a young person is the fi rst person 
in that family or community to go to work: 
“Families are fearful for their child because 
they don’t know or understand that world 
themselves. Some parents will support their 
child to stay through challenges, others will 
encourage them to come home as soon as it 
gets diffi cult.”

At each stage of the journey for the individual, 

we have observed consistencies within the 

successful programs:

EMPLOYEE ATTRACTION 

• Language about opportunities is tested 

to ensure resonance

According to Skill360’s Petrina Villafl or: “How 
you pique the interest of the community/
person is critical to attracting them. You have 
to be careful not to set them up for failure. You 
have to communicate the opportunity properly, 
in a way they understand and feel empowered 
to do the job.” Misinterpretation is easy 
and specifi c language can elicit unintended 
responses from potential participants, 
therefore organisations are careful and 
deliberate about the language they use to 
communicate their opportunities.

• Multiple avenues, including tasters, 

enable participants to learn about, test 

and access opportunities
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Organisations in the case studies drew on a 
range of avenues to meet and attract potential 
participants. This almost always included going 
into community and developing relationships 
with Indigenous organisations, but often 
also included site tours, advertisements, 
website, training and/or events. After some 
time, many organisations found that word 
of mouth was the most effective way of 
attracting new recruits. The range of avenues 
typically took into account different contexts 
such as variation in literacy levels, access to 
computers and the internet.

PRE-EMPLOYMENT TRAINING 
AND PREPARATION

• Pre-employment training prepares 

participants for work rather than being 

limited to a specifi c role

While there may be job or industry-specifi c 
elements to training and preparation, the focus 
for all case studies is on transferable life skills 
in order to retain the breadth of opportunity 
for each individual. It: 

• Builds self-awareness and self-
esteem

• Develops interpersonal skills 
appropriate to the workplace 

• Develops coping mechanisms and 
resilience to face challenges

• Offers exposure to common 
workplace scenarios to make them 
less daunting

• Addresses the “why” as well as the 
“how” of working (recognising the 
existence of systemic disincentives)

• Prepares the participant in detail 
for their fi rst day of work (and 
interview if appropriate) to address 
details which may be causing 
concern 

• Builds relationships within their 
cohort, and with trainers/mentors, 
which can be drawn upon during the 
initial transition-to-work phase

• Training is based around employers’ 

needs but meets the participant where 

they are, bridging the gap

Throughout the case studies, the employers’ 
needs are ascertained through consultation 
or co-creation of the training curriculum with 
the training provider (except where training is 
delivered internally, as in the case of Crown). 
In Burswood Casino,  the Real Jobs program 
delivered by Polytechnic West is tailored for 
Burswood and to each participant, it’s “not 
just training, there’s a whole program which is 
necessary for the most at-risk groups – they’ve 
been out of work for some time”.

• Training has clear expectations and line 

of sight to a job; it is applied, practical 

and relevant to the workplace. Different 

learning styles are catered for

Overwhelmingly we heard that pre-
employment training should be broadly based 
on generic work skills to enable participants 
to access the broadest range of opportunities; 
however, we heard about the importance of 
it having a clear line of sight to a job so that 
participants could see the application of what 
they are learning. At Karen Sheldon, they 
use hospitality and catering as a vehicle to 
deliver a range of transferable skills. Stevie 
Wie, Training Manager, commented: “We teach 
front and back of house skills but really it’s all 
about building confi dence and self-esteem.” 
The course is highly practical and applied to 
the work environment. Participants gain work 
experience through catering events hosted 
by the Karen Sheldon Catering Company. 
This is an opportunity to practise technical 
skills, team work, and also to gain a sense of 
achievement. We heard that training should 
not feel like school because many people have 
negative associations with school; however, it 
can still include desk-based modules as long as 
they are applied and relevant. One thing that 
stood out for many participants across the 
case studies was when management visited 
during the course of the training.
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• The employer organisation is educated 

on Indigenous culture and history as part 

of broader cultural diversity awareness

All organisations talked about the need 
for education of other staff prior to the 
participants coming on board; many also 
talked about the need for ongoing education. 
While we found that the depth of training 
can vary, it was always well received and 
considered to be a necessary part of ensuring 
that the workplace was ready for the 
participants. Education tended to be offered to 
the broader team, beyond just the individuals 
directly involved. In the case of Woolworths it 
is compulsory for the management before they 
are accepted as part of the program. In most 
cases, we found that while the programs and 
education are Indigenous specifi c, there was 
an appreciation that they should be viewed 
and delivered within the context of celebrating 
broader cultural diversity. This serves two 
purposes: it creates a truly inclusive workforce 
and means Indigenous participants do not feel 
singled out.

SCREENING/SELECTION/ 
PLACEMENT

• Screening criteria focus on capabilities 

rather than experience and 

qualifi cations. The process is adapted 

to enable candidates to demonstrate 

abilities in a way that suits their cultural 

and personal needs. Selection is merit-

based and objective

In all case studies, selection is merit-
based, however the process for the way the 
organisation determines merit may be adapted 
to support the participants to personally 
realise and outwardly demonstrate their 
potential. At Crown, “it all boils down to 
merit and who’s best for the job”. However, 
to determine who is best for the job Crown 
will often adapt the recruitment processes to 
be more welcoming and strengths-based for 
Indigenous applicants. For example, rather 
than running a large group selection day they 
will run a small group or individual interview 
which is less formal. When participants had 
the chance to test a role before committing to 

it, through work experience, work-shadowing 
or tours and taster sessions, they talked 
about the positive impact this had on their 
understanding of the opportunities available 
and their preferred roles.  At Woolworths, work 
experience replaces an interview process; 
almost everyone who completes the work 
experience is offered a job.   

• Employer has the knowledge, experience 

and contacts to negotiate barriers

While all employers draw on external experts 
to provide support for individual participants 
in specialist areas, they also had (at minimum) 
a basic level of knowledge themselves about 
how to overcome traditional barriers to 
employment. For example — criminal records, 
homelessness, childcare, drug and alcohol 
addictions, transport challenges and family 
responsibilities. 

• When applicants are not selected, 

support and feedback is provided and the 

opportunity is given to try for another 

role or to access training to meet any 

skills gaps

As mentioned previously, success for the 
organisations is defi ned as the participant in 
meaningful employment with career pathway 
options. Therefore when someone seems like 
a good fi t but misses out, Crown will stay 
in touch and try to place them in another 
role: “With some candidates we go back two 
or three times and try to steer them into 
a different role.” If they are not the right 
fi t with Crown, they will be supported into 
opportunities external to Crown. Throughout 
this process, organisations noted the criticality 
of the person being provided with feedback 
and supported into other opportunities. If 
people fall through the cracks at this point 
they are likely to become more disillusioned 
and further distanced from the workforce.  
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ON THE JOB SUPPORT

• Proactive, early intervention is provided 

by the team

The Indigenous employment programs 
analysed all recognised that support does 
not end when the participant is placed in 
a role. Instead, the role of the program 
team shifts to ongoing support including 
anticipating challenges before they arise or 
actively surface. The teams preemptively seek 
solutions, recognising that participants may be 
shy to raise challenges and some issues may 
take time to surface. This is time-intensive and 
many organisations said they needed more 
staff to do this effectively.

• Support roles for employee include 

buddy, peer support, career coach, life 

coach, troubleshooter. There is fl exibility 

in how these are fi lled

Organisations talked about mentoring being 
critically important to the success of their 
programs; however, they had varying levels 
of clarity on their defi nition of mentoring. 
Through our discussions it became clear that 
there are a range of support roles that are 
consistent in these programs despite being 
fi lled very differently. 

• The buddy – an individual who shows the 
new employee around and makes them 
feel comfortable, particularly in their 
fi rst days of work. They have more of a 
‘friend’ relationship. 

• Peer support – a network of colleagues 
who build a sense of community and who 
can share experiences and learn from 
each other.

• Career coach – someone who supports 
the exploration of job challenges and 
development of career aspirations. This 
is usually a more structured relationship.

• Life coach – someone who supports the 
individual to work through their personal 
circumstances and is a sounding board 
for non-work related issues. Like the 
career coaching role, this is usually a 
more structured relationship.

• Troubleshooter – a problem solver when 
issues occur (or pre-empts issues from 
occurring). Works with the participant 
and the wider organisation, acting as a 
neutral party and mediating between the 
two if required. 

These roles may be fi lled by the same person 
or a range of different people, potentially 
from multiple partners in the system. At its 
most basic level, the role of the mentor with 
Skill360 is to “visit, sign off, and check they’re 
OK”. The mentor is the main point of contact 
if the apprentice or trainee is experiencing 
diffi culties with their placement or more 
broadly. The mentor tries to approach this 
in a way which is empowering by helping the 
person work through the issue, rather than 
providing answers. The aim is to reduce this 
type of support over time in order to avoid 
dependency on the mentor.

• Support exists for line managers 
and other employees to troubleshoot 
issues with neutrality. This decreases 
over time but remains available

We heard strongly of the need to support 
line managers to plan for circumstances and 
overcome issues if and when they occur. 
Knowing they had this support made it easier 
for them to buy into the program and to take 
what they might have considered a risk. We 
observed that it was important for this support 
to be seen as normal and expected so that 
managers were comfortable accessing it. At 
Woolworths, this support is generally provided 
by external partners - for example, Diversity 
Dimensions - which works with management 
and participants as a neutral party. At Crown 
this support is provided internally by the 
program team.

• Privacy and confi dentiality is strictly 
observed

It is worth emphasising the importance that 
the organisations and individuals placed on 
real privacy and confi dentiality, unless there 
was a legal requirement for disclosure. A 
quiet space helped the teams to work with 
participants in private.
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CAREER PROGRESSION/
RETENTION

• There are initial and ongoing 
conversations about career 
aspirations, development needs and 
progression opportunities

From the initial contact with the system, 
conversations with the participant centre 
on broader career aspirations, development 
needs and progression opportunities. After job 
placement, this focus increases. At Burswood, 
CEO Barry Felstead includes in his vision of 
success for Indigenous employment at the 
company “seeing a General Manager come 
through the program”. Program participants 
are already moving from entry-level into more 
senior roles, in line with their aspirations. 
Sharon Ninyette, the mentor in the Aboriginal 
Employment Program team, joined Burswood 
as part of the cohort that came through their 
Real Jobs program. 

• There is ongoing exposure to 
potential progression pathways, 
opportunities and role models

Some organisations found work-shadowing 
to be a useful way of supporting progression 
into more senior roles. Sharon Ninyette at 
Burswood is now also a strong advocate for 
program participants seeking to progress into 
supervisor or manager roles: “People are keen 
to move on up and why not if they’ve got the 
experience”. She eases the way for them by 
talking to their managers, accessing training 
for them if there is a skills gap and organising 
work-shadowing to gain the relevant 
experience.

Erica Pell, a housekeeping assistant/supervisor 
at Burswood, says she is now doing things 
which would have scared her before she 
came into Burswood’s program, one of which 
is managing a shift of 40-45 people as a 
supervisor. She was not trained for the role 
but was “thrown in the deep end” having 
learned by watching and listening. Erica is 
one of Burswood’s Rising Stars – an award 
given for excellence – but is happy to stay 
where she is for now. By providing ongoing 
exposure to positive role models (Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous) organisations found that 

they could support the participants to increase 
their sense of possibility and to see the route 
towards a sustained career.

• The team advocates at a program 
and organisational level for 
progression of Indigenous employees 
(on a merit basis)

Finally, while an individual’s progress is based 
on merit, those programs that advocate on 
behalf of the individual or program into the 
wider organisation appear to have had greater 
success in achieving progression in a short 
period of time.  

Note: Organisations quoted in 

this appendix are funded by the 

Australian Government’s Indigenous 

Employment Program.
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VTEC builds on the work done by 

GenerationOne and the Australian Employment 

Covenant in 2010 including the national 

roadshow that visited over 60 communities, 

the Ideas Forum on Indigenous Employment 

that Lasts, the business breakfasts and 

anecdotal evidence previously presented to 

GenerationOne. This framework also builds 

on the valuable work of organisations such as 

Reconciliation Australia and members of the 

community who have dedicated their lives to 

alleviating Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander disadvantage. 

The forerunner to the VTEC policy, the draft 

Skills and Training for a Career policy, was 

launched in May 2011, with feedback provided 

by community leaders, employers, employees, 

training organisations, service providers, 

governments, GenerationOne supporters 

and individuals. Submissions closed on 16th 

September, 2011.

This fi nal policy and framework refl ects the 

broad consensus that Indigenous people 

want meaningful employment opportunities, 

employers want to employ Indigenous 

Australians, and governments and service 

providers want to enable the relationship 

between employers and employees. However, 

consultation indicates a disconnection between 

these desires.

Appendix 2: 
Consultation
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BIG YARNS, LITTLE YARNS 
AND SUBMISSIONS

GenerationOne and the Australian Employment 

Covenant engaged with a broad range of 

stakeholders through a series of Big Yarns 

and Little Yarns held between May and 

September 2011.

Big Yarns were held at the Bringing it 

All Together Forum in Queensland, the 

Garma Festival in the Northern Territory, 

the University of Western Sydney and the 

University of Melbourne. These Big Yarns 

attracted over 1000 people and were 

broadcast over the internet to more than 

7000 people. Panelists included Tania Major, 

Professor Marcia Langton, Dr Mick Gooda, 

Adrian Appo, Madonna Beattie, Deb Nelson, 

Danny Lester, Andrew Forrest, Professor Peter 

Shergold, James Packer, Tim Gartrell and 

Scott Wilson.

Little Yarns with organisations and employers 

were hosted by GenerationOne and the 

Australian Employment Covenant in Perth, 

Brisbane, Darwin and Adelaide. A full report 

of these yarns as well as video footage is 

available on the GenerationOne website.

CASE STUDY SERIES

With consulting advice from Social Ventures 

Australia, GenerationOne commissioned a 

series of case studies of Indigenous success 

- Case Studies of Success: Case Studies 

of Success in Transitioning Long-Term 

Unemployed Indigenous Australians into 

Sustainable Employment. These case studies, 

with a report from Social Ventures Australia, 

have helped design the fi nal VTEC policy.

This case study series provides rich, detailed 

examples of successful programs. To enable 

the widest range of insights, we sought 

a spread of cases from across different 

Australian contexts. This approach meant that 

we could determine those success factors 

that were consistent and those that were 

specifi c to the context. We anticipated that 

the contextual factors most likely to infl uence 

our fi ndings would be geography (remote, 

regional, urban), employer size (small-medium, 

large), organisation type (corporate, GTO, 

non-profi t) and industry. Therefore, the chosen 

organisations were Crown Ltd (Melbourne), 

Burswood Entertainment Complex (Perth), 

ISS (Brisbane), Woolworths (Kempsey, NSW), 

Skill360 Group Training (Cairns) and Karen 

Sheldon Catering (Northern Territory).

WALK IN MY SHOES 

The Walk in My Shoes qualitative research 

piece has allowed GenerationOne to better 

understand how Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Australians view the workplace 

and employment. The in-depth interviews 

explored the experiences of Indigenous people 

in the employment cycle, from long-term 

unemployment to long-term employment. 

Led by social market research organisation 

Auspoll, 12 sets of focus groups were 

conducted in Perth, Adelaide, Sydney, 

Tamworth, Townsville, Coffs Harbour and Port 

Augusta. A full copy of the report is available 

on the GenerationOne website. 

WORKING INDIGENOUS 
AUSTRALIANS REPORT 

This is a scoping study aimed at improving 

data collection and identifying effective labour 

market interventions for Indigenous people. 

GenerationOne, the Aboriginal Employment 

Strategy and Mission Australia commissioned 

Sydney University’s Workplace Research 

Centre to examine data relating to employment 

outcomes for Indigenous Australians. A 

full copy of the report is available on the 

GenerationOne website. 
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ABBREVIATIONS

AEC

Australian Employment Covenant

DEEWR

The Department of Education, Employment 

and Workplace Relations 

IEP

Indigenous Employment Program

JSA

Job Services Australia

LEC

Local employment coordinator

DEFINITIONS

Intermediate Labour Market

An Intermediate Labour Market, according 

to Finn and Simmonds, as published by the 

Brotherhood of St Lawrence, “typically 

provides temporary waged employment in a 

genuine work environment with continuous 

support to assist the transition to work”.

Abbreviations and Defi nitions
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